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Tracking and analyzing equipment
performance is crucial to
consistent quarry performance.
quarryHog's customizable digital
inspection process ensures
precise auditing. 

Digitized Workplace Exams
and Pre/Post-Op
Inspections

Update Fuel Consumption,
Time Sheets and Other
Forms

Track Consumables and
Engine Hours

Enable quick operational
assessments from the command
center, streamline health and
safety inspections, and support
compliance with environmental
impact regulations.

quarryHog  digitizes the process of
monitoring engine and impact
hours. This makes it easy to keep
track of the engine hours on any
piece of equipment, anywhere in
the quarry, at any time.

What is quarryHog?

quarryHog is a comprehensive fleet management system for small mines,
quarries and aggregates. It optimizes production and maximizes utilization by
leverages real-time data and GPS tracking. quarryHog also boosts safety, as it
boasts a sleek digital inspection system that allows for high level maintenance
ops. On top of increasing safety, this allows for quarries to get the absolute
most out of their equipment.

Ditch Paperwork.

Track consumables, engine/impact hours and inspections digitally. Paper is
easy to lose, a pain to manage and not available immediately. quarryHog
digitizes every aspect of quarry day-to-day, making safety and efficiency at a
higher level, more attainable than ever before.

Track Equipment In Real-Time.

quarryHog integrates with next-level technology to track the precise location of
equipment, helping to optimize current shifts and plan upcoming shifts.
Integrated with the production scheduling and control system, quarryHog's real-
time location tracking system integrates with a GPS transponder overlaying
real-time location information of equipment over a navigation display. This
means that operators don’t have to waste time hunting down equipment at any
time during their shift.

quarryHog
Mobile

quarryHog mobile provides
operators with a constant
connection to the
opsCenter. This means that
they can receive new tasks,
update current tasks, record
consumables, perform
inspections and monitor
equipment location all in
real-time. This takes the
headache and the paper-
pushing out of the more
mundane, but essential,
tasks in an operator or lead
man’s day. quarryHog
mobile is an incredible
productivity booster that is
sure to help both operators
and supervisors alike.


